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WESTWARD EXPANSION							                       3A1-CES




SOURCE A is about Congressional assistance to the Railroad companies. It is taken from “The Iron Road”, by S. Watson, published in 1984.


SOURCE A

Congress increased land grants to the rail companies from 10 square miles to 20 square miles for each mile of rail track they built. The Central Pacific and the Union Pacific railway companies were granted more than 20 million acres of land. More important, government loans of up to $48,000 per mile were not held back until the track was laid. When the companies had prepared each 20-mile section of roadbed two thirds of the money was handed over to them. 
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Q.1	Discuss the attitude of the American Government towards the development of transcontinental railways? 





SOURCE B is from an article in the Boston Journal 12th June 1871.


SOURCE B

	Passengers can now board a train in Boston and travel to San Francisco in less than four days. Ten years ago the same journey would have taken months of travel across dangerous country. Whether you are travelling for health, pleasure or business you will find the journey through the Rocky Mountains healthy and pleasant. Every train on the Union Pacific Railroad has comfortable cars and dining carriages. Luxurious Pullmans Palace sleeping cars run with all passenger trains.
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Q.2	How fully does SOURCE B describe the benefits of transcontinental railways? You should use your own knowledge and give reasons for your answer.
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QUESTION.1 (ES3)
In your answer to this question you must state what the author’s opinion of the event or situation described and support your answer with evidence from the source. You should quote directly from the source.

Is the author giving an opinion for or against? 






What evidence is there in the source to support your answer?

Give two or three direct quotes from the source.












QUESTION.2 (ES4)
In your answer to this question you must use evidence from the source(s) and your own knowledge.

What evidence is there in the source(s) about the situation or events the question is asking about? 
If it is a 4 mark question you should be able to find at least 3 pieces of evidence in the source(s)

If it is a 5 mark question you should be able to find at least 4 pieces of evidence in the source(s)





You must give at least one piece of evidence about the situation or events from your own knowledge.








